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The aim of this paper is, on the one hand, to describe the movement of patients through a hospital department by using
classical queueing theory and, on the other hand, to present a way of optimising the use of hospital resources in order to
improve hospital care. A queueing model is used to determine the main characteristics of the access of patients to
hospital, such as mean bed occupancy and the probability that a demand for hospital care is lost because all beds are
occupied. Moreover, we present a technique for optimising the number of beds in order to maintain an acceptable delay
probability at a sufficiently low level and, finally, a way of optimising the average cost per day by balancing costs of
empty beds against costs of delayed patients.
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Introduction

An under-provision of hospital beds leads to patients in need

of hospital care being turned away, and the build-up of

waiting lists or stress on another part of the hospital system.

For example, when insufficient medical beds are provided to

meet demand, emergency medical patients spill over into

surgical beds; consequently, surgical waiting lists increase as

planned admissions are postponed. On the other hand, an

over-provision of hospital beds is wasteful of scarce

resources. The aim of this paper is to show how a classical

queueing model may be used to optimise the allocation and

use of hospital beds in order to improve patient care.

Queueing models are widely used in industry to improve

customer service, for example in supermarkets, banks and

motorway toll booths. In a market economy, customers who

have poor service go elsewhere; however, when hospital

beds are unavailable, patients have no option but to wait at

home, in accident and emergency departments or wards

which are inappropriately staffed, possibly without access to

appropriate specialised equipment. Previous work has also

applied queueing theory to health service applications.1–5

Compartmental models have previously been shown to

provide a valid description of patient movements through the

hospital system. Such models may be used to plan health

and social care for an ageing population where ‘compart-

ments’ may correspond to short (acute), medium (rehabili-

tative) or long stay care. A two-compartment discrete-time

deterministic model to describe such movements of patients

has been developed by Harrison and Millard6 and shown to

explain the empirical result of Millard7 that the distribution

of length of stay of patients in a geriatric department is

described by a mixed exponential distribution. An extension

of this model to its continuous-time stochastic analogue is to

be found in Irvine, McClean and Millard.8 Using the

methodology of Harrison and Millard,6 Taylor et al9 have

developed a four-compartment discrete-time deterministic

model of patient behaviour; in Taylor, McClean and Mill-

ard,10 five and six compartments were also considered.11

Such compartmental models may all be regarded as

phase-type distributions12,13 which describe the time to

absorption of a finite Markov chain in continuous time,

when there is a single absorbing state and the stochastic

process starts in a transient state. Distributions of this form

have considerable generality, and include exponential

(single phase), Erlang, and mixed exponential distributions;

indeed, any continuous distribution with non-negative

support can be arbitrarily closely approximated by one of

phase-type form. This allows us to capture heterogeneity in

patient lengths of stay where there may be a large variation

in the amount of time patients spend in hospital and, as is the

case for geriatric medicine, some patients may stay in

hospital for very long periods.

As regards the admission policy in the geriatric depart-

ment, previous work has considered the situation where

admissions occur at random,8,10 ie Poisson arrivals, and

shown that such an assumption is reasonable for a stable

hospital system. Such an admission process can be envi-

saged as a superposition of random events, which happen

rarely to a large population, eg patients from the pool of
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people in the catchment area fall ill from time to time. Such

a scenario is well known to result in a Poisson process.14

This paper uses results from queueing theory to determine

optimal bed numbers for a hospital system where we

describe patient arrivals by a Poisson process, hospital

beds are the servers and lengths of stay are modelled

using phase-type distributions. In queueing terminology

this is known as a M=PH=c queue15,16 where M denotes

Poisson (Markov) arrivals, the service distribution is phase-

type, and c is the number of servers (the beds). It is also

assumed that the queueing system is in steady state which,

in practical terms, means that we assume that the hospital

system has been running, in its present form, for a few

years. The aim is to provide decision-support methods,

including costing, for planning services within a

hospital.17,18

The theoretical model

We consider a M=PH=c queue in which the number of beds

is fixed and no queueing is allowed; a patient finding upon

arrival that all c beds are occupied, is lost; in reality these

patients are often admitted to the beds of other specialities,

or they may wait at home or in the Accident and Emergency

department until beds become available. The general

problem is therefore rather complex; for the moment we

focus on the simpler model, which does not consider such

alternatives, in the interests of providing clarification of the

issues involved. We assume that patient arrivals follow a

Poisson process with rate l and the service time is Phase-

type with pdf

f ðtÞ ¼
Pk
i¼1

airie
�ait where

Pk

i¼1

ri ¼ 1 ð1Þ

and corresponding mean:

t ¼
Pk

i¼1

ri

ai

ð2Þ

Here the various parameters, k (the number of

phases=compartments), the ais (mixing proportions), and

the ris (transition rates), may be estimated using likelihood

ratio tests.13,19 The average number of arrivals occurring

during an interval of length t is lt and, therefore, the average

number a of arrivals during an average length of stay t is

a ¼ lt, known as the offered load.

Applying standard results from queueing theory,15,16 we

see that the probability of having j occupied beds is given by

pj ¼
a j=j!Pc

k¼0 ak=k!
ð3Þ

a well-known result which asserts that the statistical equili-

brium probability pj depends on the service-time distribu-

tion only through its mean. Let us recall that the system is

said to be in statistical equilibrium if, after a sufficiently

long period of time, the state probabilities are independent

of the initial conditions. From the above formula we deduce

that the probability that all c beds are occupied or the

fraction of arrivals that is lost, is given by Erlang’s loss

formula:

Bðc; aÞ ¼
ac=c!Pc

k¼0ða
k=k!Þ

ð4Þ

An approximation to the desired value of Bðc; aÞ may be

computed by using the normal approximation to the Poisson

distribution where we denote the standard normal probabil-

ity function by FðxÞ. Then:

P1
j¼c

ðltÞj

j!
e�lt � 1 � F

c � lt� 0:5ffiffiffiffiffi
lt

p

� �

provided the offered load lt is not too small relative to the

capacity c.

Another useful quantity is represented by the mean

number of occupied beds:

a0 ¼ a½1 � Bðc; aÞ
 ð5Þ

also known as the carried load. It is easy to see that the

offered load a is the load that would be carried if the number

of beds were infinite and the carried load a0 is just that

portion of the offered load that is not cleared (lost) from the

system.

The average time spent in the geriatric department by an

arbitrary patient is then the average length of stay multiplied

by the probability of being admitted, namely:

W ¼ t½1 � Bðc; aÞ
 ð6Þ

In order to measure the degree of utilisation of a group of

beds, we define the bed occupancy by

r ¼
a0

c
ð7Þ

clearly, we must always have r4 1, otherwise the system

cannot be in steady state.

Optimising the number of beds

The hospital system that we have described can result in a

patient being turned away because all beds are occupied;

such a patient may not receive the necessary care. On the

other hand, the goal of the hospital is to assign beds in order

to provide the best level of service possible. We here address

this dilemma by minimising the number of beds subject to

maintaining the delay probability at a (specified) sufficiently

low level. Our goal is, therefore to provide an inverse

function which gives the value of c corresponding to a

given delay probability Bðc; aÞ.

With this aim in view, let us consider a M=PH=c queue,

with offered load a ¼ lt. Suppose we wish to determine the

minimum number of beds c in order to achieve a delay

probability of not more than a pre-specified value
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Bðc; aÞ ¼ v. We then wish to determine c0 which is the

smallest value of c for which:

Bðc; aÞ ¼
ac=c!Pc

k¼0ða
k=k!Þ

5 1 � v ð8Þ

where v is chosen as the highest proportion of refused

patients which we are prepared to tolerate. We are here

calculating the inverse of the formula in the previous

section. Thus we specify the maximum acceptable delay

probability and calculate the corresponding number of beds;

previously, we specified the number of beds and calculated

the corresponding delay probability.

Optimising the average cost per unit time

The main goal of a geriatric department is, on the one hand,

to assign the best service to its patients, seen in this context

as the minimum delay, and, on the other hand, to maintain a

maximum utilisation of resources, in this case the beds. To

determine the optimal policy we use a notion from inventory

theory known as the base-stock policy.6 Such optimal

inventory models commonly are concerned with the trade-

off between holding costs of (expensive) inventory items

and penalty costs if a demand is left unsatisfied.20 The so-

called base-stock policy is often used in inventory systems

of expensive and slow-moving items for which unit

demands occur; under this control rule, a replenishment

order for exactly one unit is placed each time the on-hand

inventory decreases by one unit on the occurrence of a

demand. Demands occur according to a Poisson process,

rate l. The base-stock level c represents the optimum

inventory level that balances inventory costs against unsa-

tisfied demands if we run out of stock. Applying this

approach to our situation, let us assume that the total

number of beds in the geriatric compartment is c, where c

equals the number of occupied beds plus the number of idle

beds.

Here, beds correspond to the inventory where idle beds

are the on-hand inventory and occupied beds are unfilled

orders. A patient arrival corresponds to a demand and the

subsequent length of stay of the patient corresponds to

waiting time for replenishment. Patients who are turned

away because there are no empty beds correspond to

unsatisfied demands. In a similar fashion to the inventory

problem we envisage a holding cost of h > 0 per day for

each empty bed, while a fixed penalty cost of p > 0 is

incurred for each patient that is turned away (lost demand);

in general, we also envisage a profit p > 0 per patient per

day. The total cost to the customer (health service purchaser,

insurance company or the patient himself) is therefore the

sum of variable costs (treatment), fixed costs (holding costs),

profit, and penalty costs (of turning away patients).

However, we envisage a situation where the variable costs

are paid directly by the customer while the fixed costs and

penalty costs are incurred by the service provider; in what

follows we therefore ignore variable costs which are not

incurred by the service provider—we then term the total cost

minus the fixed costs, the actual cost.

We are interested in how to choose the total number of

beds c in the geriatric department as a function of the

parameters l; t; h; p and p in order to minimise the long-

run average cost per unit time. To model this situation we

consider a M=PH=c queueing system where l and t are as

defined previously and a ¼ lt. As was observed earlier, the

average demand that is lost per unit time equals lBðc; aÞ, the

average idle-bed inventory equals c � a½1 � Bðc; aÞ
 (using

Equation (5)) and, therefore, we can conclude that the

average service provider revenue per day under the base-

stock policy with bed level c is given by:

rðcÞ ¼ �plBðc; aÞ � hfc � a½1 � Bðc; aÞ
g þ pa½1 � Bðc; aÞ


ð9Þ

We may therefore find c to maximise rðcÞ; this corresponds

to the optimal number of beds where we balance the number

of empty beds against the number of delayed patients. We

note that, in Equation (9), for a public health service where

p ¼ 0, it is the ratio p=h which determines the optimum;

here the absolute value of h is just a scaling factor for the

average cost per day and we are interested in maximising

revenue, or alternatively minimising cost, which is given by

gðcÞ ¼ plBðc; aÞ þ hfc � a½1 � Bðc; aÞ
g ð10Þ

In what follows we will focus on optimising costs for such a

publicly funded health service, where cost minimisation

entails finding the optimal balance between holding costs

(keeping empty beds available to meet demands) and

penalty costs (avoiding having to turn away patients).

Thus far we have considered the problem of finding the

number of beds c that minimises the cost for a given arrival

rate and average length of stay. Having carried out this

optimisation we now want to evaluate the sensitivity of this

result to changes in the arrival rate and=or average length of

stay. In general, the average cost per day gðcÞ may not be

very sensitive to the exact optimal value of c and it may be

difficult to determine exact values for the holding costs h

penalty costs p and profit p in a non-commercial environ-

ment. In such situations the so-called indifference curves21

can be used to show under what conditions we are indiffer-

ent between neighbouring values of the control variable c.

Therefore, we say we are indifferent between the use of the

consecutive c and c þ 1 when

gðcÞ ¼ gðc þ 1Þ:

By simple calculation we deduce that this equation is

equivalent to

ltfBðc; ltÞ � Bðc þ 1; ltÞg ¼ 1 þ
p
ht

� ��1

ð11Þ

This equation shows that the optimal choice of c depends

only upon the parameters lt and p=ðhtÞ. Consequently, for a
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given value of c we may evaluate the indifference by means

of a two-dimensional graph of p=ðhtÞ versus lt; this graph,

which describes Equation (9), is known as the indifference

curve.14 When the curves for different values of c are close

together we say that we are indifferent to the choice of p=h

for given values of l and t. This means that, for such

choices of c, the optimal number of beds is not very

dependent on the ratio p=h. This is a useful observation

since in practice the precise value of the penalty cost p may

be difficult to specify.

Application of the model

The loss model

We illustrate the methodology using bed occupancy data

collected at the Department of Geriatric Medicine of St.

George’s Hospital, London in January 2000.22 This Depart-

ment provides an acute, rehabilitative and long-stay service.

The data, which included 140 patients with an average age

of 84 years, were found to be well described by a three-

phase model. We consider the model for these data where

the arrival rate was l ¼ 5:9 patients per day and the mean

length of stay t ¼ 24:9 days. In Table 1 we present a table of

various system characteristics as a function of the number of

beds c for this department. Thus, when there are 120 beds,

21% of patients are turned away from the geriatric depart-

ment, and on average there are 116 patients occupying beds,

representing 97% bed occupancy. We can see from this table

that, as we would expect, the greater the number of beds, the

lower the probability of a patient being turned away (lost

demands) and the lower the bed occupancy. A graph of

percentage of patients turned away against number of beds

is provided in Figure 1.

The optimisation method

As an illustration of the optimisation method for the number

of beds, we consider some typical values for the delay

probability Bðc; aÞ. In Table 2 we present suitable values

of B along with the corresponding number of beds needed to

maintain this level of service. Thus, for example, if we wish

to ensure that at most 5% of patients are turned away, we

must have at least 150 beds in the geriatric department.

The cost model

In what follows we assume that the profit is zero since the

data are from the National Health Service. In order to

illustrate the optimal base-stock level, ie the average cost

per unit time for holding and penalty costs, as a function of

the number of beds c, we have presented in Table 3 the

values of gðcÞ corresponding to different ratios of the

penalty costs p to the holding cost h. Here we assume that

the total cost per patient per day is £168 where £50 are

incurred with respect to the bed and £118 with respect to the

treatment; since the data are from the National Health

Service we assume that the profit is zero. We then estimate

the holding cost as h¼ £50 per day and the penalty cost as

25% of the total cost of turning away the patient, in this case

taken as the cost per day multiplied by the expected length

of stay, ie p ¼ 168 � 24:9 � 0:25 ¼ £1046. This approach

is meant to be indicative of a ballpark figure for cost and is

based on an assumption that penalty may be regarded in

some sense as lost revenue incurred when a patient is turned

away due to there being no empty beds available; total lost

revenue per patient turned away is then cost per day multi-

plied by expected number of days that have been lost. This

figure is then adjusted to take account of the fact that a

proportion of revenue must balance costs, so it is really the

profit that is affected by lost patients. We are here calculat-

Table 1 The main service features (l ¼ 5:9 patients per day,
t ¼ 24:9 days; lt ¼ 146:91 patients)

Number of
beds c

Lost demands
probability
Bðc; ltÞð%Þ

Mean number
of patients (L)

Bed occupancy
r ð%Þ

120 21 116 97
125 18 120 96
130 15 125 96
135 12 129 96
140 9 134 95
145 7 137 94
150 5 140 93
155 3 143 92
160 2 144 90
165 1 145 88
170 1 145 86
175 0 147 84

Table 2 Number of beds and queue characteristics corresponding
to Bðc; ltÞ

Delay probability Bðc; ltÞ 0.1% 1% 5% 10%
Minimum number of beds 179 166 150 139

Figure 1 Percentage of patients turned away.
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ing penalty as the notional profit that would typically have

been produced if the hospital were private; in practice, the

penalty costs for a publicly funded service are additional

costs to the care system and include costs of patient distress

and premature dependency or death.

In Figure 2 we have drawn the corresponding graph of

gðcÞ. Here the offered load is a ¼ 146:9 and we have

marked by * in Table 3 the minimum value of the average

cost per unit time. We note from Table 3 that if we increase

the penalty to holding cost ratio p=h four times, from 10 to

40, then the corresponding feedback of the number of beds

needed to obtain minimal costs indicates an increase of only

14% from 140 to 160, suggesting that the ratio p=h, has no

significant influence on the optimal number of beds.

Finally, in Figure 3 we have drawn the indifference curves

for different inventory levels c¼ 145, 150, 155 and 160.

This picture suggests that we may be indifferent to the ratio

p=h if the number of beds is 145, 150 and even 155 (the

lower curves) but, when the number of beds exceeds 160,

then the cost changes dramatically. This is a reflection of the

rapidly increasing costs for more than 160 beds in Figure 2.

Conclusions

The methodology we have developed enables estimation of

the main characteristics of access to service for patients and

hospital managers: the probability of lost demands, and the

mean number of patients in the hospital department (bed

occupancy). In addition, the model enables the hospital

manager to balance the cost of empty beds against the

cost of turning patients away, thus facilitating a good

choice of bed provision in order to have low cost and high

access to service. We have thus provided a means of

calculating optimal bed numbers given an acceptable level

of patient rejection. Our approach has been illustrated using

data for a geriatric hospital department. The results agree

with anecdotal findings23 that running with percentage

occupancy above the high eighties leads to significant

increases in rejection of patients.

We have assumed that the hospital department may be

described by a M=PH=c queue in steady state. This enabled

us to build on previous work that established that a Phase-

type distribution gives a good fit to the length of stay of such

patients and enables us to estimate the arrival rate l and

average length of stay t using a midnight bed census.

However, more generally, the queueing theory results used

in this paper are valid for any length of stay distribution so

all we need to use the results is an estimate for the arrival

rate and the average length of stay. The advantage of using

the phase-type model for length of stay distribution is that it

provides a useful description of the data and a convenient

way of estimating arrival rates; however the phase-type

assumption is not essential to the approach. Thus, provided

that the Poisson arrival and steady state distribution hold,

our methodology is valid. Previous work24 has suggested

that, while there is some seasonality in patient admissions,

the Poisson assumption is appropriate for most of the time.

Steady state is likely to be appropriate for a department that

has been stable for a few years. For example, a simulation

study25 illustrated that, for a hospital department starting

with no patients, steady state in most cases took a few years

to achieve; patients with very long lengths of stay took up to

5 years to achieve steady state.

We have here taken the penalty costs as would-be lost

profit if the patient is turned away from the department.

More generally, penalty costs may include costs of unused

Table 3 The values of the average cost per unit time £gðcÞ

Beds p=h ¼ 10 p=h ¼ 20 p=h ¼ 30 p=h ¼ 40
c g1ðcÞ g2ðcÞ g3ðcÞ g4ðcÞ

120 781 1390 1999 2608
125 723 1244 1765 2286
130 676 1112 1548 1984
135 643 998 1353 1708
140 629* 908 1187 1466
145 638 848 1058 1268
150 677 827* 976 1126
155 752 851 951* 1050
160 867 927 988 1049*
165 1022 1055 1089 1122
170 1212 1229 1245 1262

Figure 2 Actual cost per day.

Figure 3 The indifference curves.
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resources, eg staff costs, costs to other parts of the health

service—a patient turned away by one department may have

to be cared for by another less suitable one, costs to social

services who may have to maintain the patient at home, and

costs of human suffering. However, such costs may be hard

to specify while our current approach to costing is easy to

quantify. In addition our sensitivity analysis has suggested

that the optimal cost may not be very sensitive to the ratio of

penalty cost to holding cost.

It must be emphasised that our results are intended to be

indicative of general patterns rather than descriptive of exact

behaviour, in the interests of providing clarification of the

issues involved. Thus while there are times when seasonal

effects, such as an influenza epidemic, may mean that the

Poisson assumption no longer holds, it is likely that our

assumptions broadly hold for a hospital department in

normal operation, most of the time. In this case, all that is

required to use these results is an estimate of patient arrival

rate, including patients who are not admitted, and average

length of stay in the department. We may then use our

methodology to estimate the average bed occupancy and

determine an optimal number of beds for the department. As

such our approach is likely to prove an extremely useful tool

for hospital managers.
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